CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION

This chapter will draw a conclusion based on the discussion in the previous chapters. First, Jason Bourne’s participation in a conspiracy is clearly described in how he runs the entire conspiracy strategy by acting secretly and quietly for his target. Second, he prepares everything to accomplish the task for about three years. Third, he focuses his entire skills on an event conspiracy only to fulfill the objectives. Fourth, he uses all information that correlates to his target and arrange everything to make the target believe that the conspiracy is a reality. All of conspiracy concepts seem to be applied in his activities.

There are some problems come in Jason Bourne’s life as he participates in a conspiracy to capture his target and almost all the problems are striking only in his life. First, he has got amnesia and it becomes a great problem in his life because he cannot recall his own identity. Second, he feels as the most wanted person around the world so that he cannot live safely for somebody stalking on him to get a chance to kill him. Third, his chief in the secret agency chooses to betray him in order to avoid the problems that come from his failure. Fourth, he realizes that all the problems are the result of his past.

Jason Bourne gets a lot of problems because of his activities in the past. He participates in a negative activities that makes his life totally changes. Like what Qur'an says about that in Surah Asy-Syura “And whatever strikes you of
disaster- it is for what your hands have earned; but He pardons much. 42;30” (Qur’an), Allah shows that human beings create their own problem by doing harm to other human. Allah always reminds man/woman to avoid negative activities that only lead them to the sins. Every Allah’s instructions are clear for human beings that if they contribute in sins, at the same time they must ready to face the consequences. What Allah says in Surah Al-Maidah verse 2, that every human being should cooperate in kindness rather than in misbehavior is a clear statement which means Allah always wants to give all information to His creature about the better choice. Allah never ignores human beings by letting them do some sins without giving any warning to them.

Allah also shows that Qur'an is a masterpiece for all people around the world. It is a reflection for all human conditions in the past and future. By reading it, reader will understand that this Holy Book consist of many aspects such as laws, stories, and commands that the validity can be proven up to future. Because of that Allah also named it as Perfect Text. In Shihab: *Wawasan Qur'an*, he said that it is the best book in earth that nothing can be comparable with it.

Finally, it is concluded that conspiracy requires the combination between secret strategy and secret activity. No one is able to blow up the conspiracy if they do not involve their self in the conspiracy. It also shows that there is no logically reason for a person to participate in conspiracy because there is only a negative effect if participate in conspiracy. It deals with secrecy and something that actually is negative activity.